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Wipe clean workbook on uppercase letters, full of exercises and activities to help prepare children

aged three and over for school.
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My 3 year old daughter is in preschool and has been learning how to trace her name. I went on a

search to find a book that she can trace the same letter over and over before having to erase. When

I found this book and looked on the inside I knew this is what I was looking for. I purchased this one

and the lower case alphabet, numbers 1-20 and the tracing shapes one. I also ordered the dry

erase crayola crayons with it too based on some reviews I read before ordering. I just love these

books now that I have them. My daughter will sit for hours just tracing in all the books! I haven't

even bothered with the pen that came with the books cause the dry erase crayons work great! You

have to use a little bit of pressure to get it all off but for the most part my daughter can do that

herself. If you are looking for a great tracing book you have found it! :)

This was my first ABC gift for my 2 year old daughter in April, 2015. Like other Roger Priddy books

this book is also unique and designed for a child in true sense.This workbook is for teaching how to

write uppercase ABC.Each letter starts with 2 examples and they are quite unique like B for boat, C



for chair . Example wise this workbook is quite different and unique than other ABC books.Next

starts the writing. There are 3 lines for writing each letter.Each letter writing is depicted in 3 ways in

the first line.1. Look at the letter - the letter is written in black bold ink just to show how the letter

looks like.2. Trace the letter - see where to begin and end writing each letter.3. Draw inside - draw

inside the shape of the letter.In the second and third line there are outlines for letter writing practice

and each outlines gradually gets lighter to make a child more confident in his/ her writing.In third line

there is space to write the letter on your own so that when the child is super confident he/she can

practice writing here on his/ her own.This workbook guides a child learn to write uppercase ABC like

a mother/ father teaches her/his child to walk.This book is super clean and with a little wet cloth you

can clean out the marker ink.The black pen which comes with this book dries quickly. We use

Crayola washable markers and crayons on this and faced no problem.It is spiral bound so no fear of

tearing the pages by a child. Its super sturdy.My daughter loves to practice her ABC writing on this

workbook.We tried some other methods to teach her how to write Uppercase ABC also but this

workbook is the best of all.Roger Priddy books have never disappointed us.

I love these books. The only thing I would change is maybe a longer thicker marker. My daughter is

only 2 1/2 and struggled with the tiny marker, but besides that we really love it. She has learned a

ton from this product!!>

I have a 4 year old and a 3 year old. I was concerned that my 3 year old would have some difficulty

with this because she's left handed. Usually with dry erase you rub out the word/letter as your

writing with your left hand but she didn't have a problem. Of course my 4 year old had more ease

writing the letters but even my 3 year old enjoys trying to treas the letter. To them the best part is

when your finished you just get a wet wipe and start all over again. It saves paper and trees. I will be

getting the rest of the series. I think the only problem we had was there was only one book so they

had to take turns, but the fact that it got them both interested in learning their letters is "A+++" in my

mom book.

This book is good for writing practice, but the marker that came with it is super messy to clean off! I

got some Crayola Large Dry Erase Crayons, 8 count (98-5200) to use instead but they take some

elbow grease to scrub off. Better than black marker stains everywhere, though.

Don't make my mistake. Double check that all the pages are correct before your return timeframe



expires!

My 4 1/2 yr old loves this book. He goes to preschool and I got this to use while my 6yr old does

homework. It keeps him busy and he uses a wipe to clean it if he makes a mistake. This book

comes with a dry erase marker but I have purchased washable dry erase markers for him to use.

The pages have only upper case letters. There is a trace line and then a blank line. I will purchase

the lower case book next. I loved this book so much I give it as gifts now.

Amazing child's workbook! My soon to be 4 yr old loves it & is so proud of herself as she completes

page after page. Only down side is the marker that came with it doesn't erase well & you have to

spray with cleaner then wipe to completely remove it smudge free. But super easy solution, I bought

dry erase crayons for it and it actually works out better for my beginner as she develops her hand

coordination.
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